Wilma’s Lawn & Garden®

Let your plants shine!

The proper soil and nutrition are essential if you want to be able
enjoy your plants and garden to the fullest. We therefore recommend
our innovative new plant nutrients. These come in lively, bright pink
bottles and really brighten up your house and garden. Bring the
cosiness into your home or garden and let your urban jungle and
vegetable garden shine. Taking care of your plants and or vegetables
has never been this rewarding as you will be thanked with beautiful
green leaves, gorgeous flowers and or a healthy yield from your
vegetable garden. A win-win situation for man and plant!

With green greetings, Wilma

Wilma-1 Basic
Every gardener strives to grow healthy and good-looking plants. Wilma-1 Basic
nutrition is readily soluble in water and contains nutrients that are rapidly absorbable
for the plant. In the initial stage plants require nitrogen more than anything else.
Nitrogen is fundamental for a quick and strong growth and also to a large extent
determines the size of the plant.
A large plant has in relation to smaller species, the advantage of thick main stem with
strong side branches. Making them more resilient to both storms as well as insect plagues.
A plant with a thicker stem and solid side branches will also perform better due to
improved supply of fluids. Wilma-1 basic nutrition includes liquid nitrogen and is thus
directly absorbable for the plant and works to promote vegetative growth. Nitrogen is
very important for the formation of chlorophyll. Nitrogen with the help of chloroplasts is
responsible for converting sunlight into energy which also can be stored. Lime is an
important ingredient of the Wilma-1 basic nutrition and provides among other things that
the entire nutritional balance in the substrate and nutrient absorption by the plant are
improved. Because lime creates a neutral pH-value it helps improve uptake of nutrients
moreover lime gives plants more strength. Wilma-1 Basic nutrition contains essential
professional fertilizers and thus forms the foundation for a healthy and strong crop!
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“W ilma-1 Basic Nutrition
contains essential professional
fertilizers and thus forms the
foundation for a healthy and
strong crop!"

Wilma-2 Grow
The growth phase focuses on further stimulation of the root growth and the creation of
new growth shoots. This helps the crop to develop and grow more rapidly. Fast-growing
plants can consume quite a lot of fertilizer, allowing them to deplete the substrate
substantially. In order to cope with this Wilma-2 Grow contains nutrients which are
rapidly absorbable for the growth phase of your plant.
This will prevent shortages to occur during the growth cycle. In order to enable a rapid
growth spurt, it is of great importance that the plants can absorb nutrients quickly. By
adding magnesium, Wilma-2 Grow Nutrition contributes significantly to this. Magnesium
ensures that the nutrients are more easily absorbed by the plant, in addition, magnesium
also ensures that the absorption of light is increased through the leaves. This will
improve the photosynthesis, thus generating a true growth spurt in your plants. Besides
magnesium, potassium is an important element in successful gardening. The substance
Potassium ensures that the plant gets a solid trunk with vigorous branches. The trunk
and branches of the plant often develop a wood-like structure with the aid of potassium.
The trunk and branches are thus significantly stronger and subsequently can carry more
weight with flowers or fruits!
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“The trunk and branches are
thus significantly stronger
and subsequently can carry
more weight with f lowers or
fruits!”

Wilma-3 Bloom
For most gardeners the flowering phase of the plant is the most wonderful time of the
year. This is why Wilma’s Lawn & Garden has developed Wilma-3 Bloom specifically
for the flowering phase. This liquid fertilizer is easy to mix with tap water and causes
the plant allocate all of its energy into developing beautiful flowers. This provides a
strong flower production, which will result in larger flowers and more intense colours!
During flowering your plants demand for phosphorus will increase. Phosphorus is a key
enabler of the flowering of the plant, by stimulating the willingness to flower. This will
eventually cause an exuberant bloom. Wilma-3 Bloom contains a rich composition of
ingredients and has a positive effect on the willingness of the plant to flower. The
flowering phase is initiated earlier and will last longer and more intensely. Wilma-3 Bloom
Nutrition contains many trace elements and natural sugars that have a favourable impact
on important micro-organisms and bacteria in the substrate. This increases the
absorbability of fertilizer by the plant, allowing your plant to absorb more nutrients with
less effort. This will give an extra boost to your soil-life which in turn will improve the
condition of your plant. This provides additional stability and a biological balance in the
substrate, further encouraging and stimulating the development of flowers!
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“T he f lowering phase is
initiated earlier and will last
longer and more intensely.”

Root Nutrition
This root nutrition is extremely suitable for cuttings and plants that are being repotted.
Wilma’s Root Nutrition helps the plant to develop a good root system, which in turn
leads to strong and healthy plants. The root nutrition can also be used when the plant
is affected by root eating insects in order to repair the roots.
One of the most important factors in relation to root formation is the amount of available
phosphor. Phosphor is mainly found in soil in the form of phosphate, an immobile form.
The result is that the phosphate is not distributed well over the soil. A plant that does not
have enough phosphor will adjust its root system in order to find phosphate. This type of
root development is anything but ideal, because it often roots less deep as compared to
healthy plants. Adding extra phosphate is the way to ensure that root systems develop well.
Phosphate is not the only component of the nutrition that supports the root development.
A vegetable extract that we added stimulates the plant’s root formation. It will give the
plant a large and well developed root system that it can use to better meet its need for
nutrients. To put it briefly, the plant will get an advantage that will benefit you!
We recommend that you give the Root Nutrition once during the first 2 weeks when watering
the plant. After the root nutrition can be replaced by Wilma-1 Basic and Wilma-2 Growth.
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“Adding extra phosphate
is the way to ensure
that root systems develop well!”

Vegetable garden-1
Every gardener strives for a healthy and beautiful looking vegetable garden. Just as people, crops in a
vegetable garden, also need the right care and nutrition to stay healthy and strong. Wilma’s Vegetable
Garden Nutrition-1 stimulates optimal growth that results into powerful and vital herbs.
The power of Wilma’s Vegetable Garden-1 lies in the high level of nitrogen. In the early stages of
development plants mainly require large amounts of Nitrogen, as this plays a crucial role in the formation
of chloroplasts. Chloroplasts, also called chlorophylls, not only ensure your garden looks nice and green in
summer time, it is also the plant component where the photosynthesis takes place. Because of sunlight,
chlorophylls are able to convert carbon dioxide and water into sugar, which provides the plant with the
energy it needs to grow. It is not surprising that plants that receive sufficient nitrogen are healthier, larger
and more beautiful than other plants.
The high nitrogen level in this vegetable garden nutrition is, however, not the only interesting component.
Because the nutrition is based on natural organic compounds, it not only produces healthy plants, but it
makes the garden in general more healthy. The organic compounds also feed the bacteria and good fungi
that naturally occur in your garden. These micro-organisms will in turn benefit your plants. They can, for
example, have a symbiotic relationship with the root system of the plant. This symbiosis actually means
that they help each other in a similar way as the relationship between intestinal bacteria and humans. In
exchange for some sugars, these bacteria will ensure that other nutrients are evenly available for the plant.
We therefore recommend you use Wilma Nutrition-1 for all plants in your vegetable garden that are busy
creating green biomass such as leaves. Think mainly of evergreen plants of which the leaves are eaten, such
as lettuce, basil, cabbage and spinach. The nutrition is also suitable for vegetable garden plants in the
vegetative stage of their development.
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“P lants require mainly in
the early stages of development
a large amount of nitrogen,
since it plays a crucial role in
the formation of chloroplasts!”

Vegetable garden-2
The image that comes to mind when we think of a
successful vegetable garden is often that of beautifully
coloured and shaped fruits with an extraordinary taste
good to boot. This is exactly what Wilma’s Vegetable
Garden Nutrition-2 is developed for! It’s most important
weapon for this? A healthy dose of potassium.
Potassium is one of the nutrients that a healthy and beautiful vegetable garden cannot do without.
Potassium will firstly ensure that your plants are more resilient. Because potassium moves through the
water of the cells of the plants as an electrically charged component, it supports the water balance of your
plants. This process is called osmosis. Water is namely attracted to cells with a relatively high amount of
potassium. The influx of water ensures that pressure is created in the cells (turgor). As a result, the plant
will be strong and able to resist harsher weather and wind. Potassium stimulates, apart from turgor, the
development of thick cell walls, and plants with sufficient potassium will therefore have better resistance
against diseases and infections.
Because our vegetable garden nutrition is based on natural organic compounds, it not only produces
healthy plants, but it makes the garden in general more healthy. The organic compounds also feed the
bacteria and good fungi that naturally occur in gardens. These micro-organisms will in turn benefit plants.
They can, for example, have a symbiotic relationship with the root system of the plant. Such symbiosis
actually means that they help each other in a similar way as the relationship between intestinal bacteria
and humans. In exchange for some sugars, these bacteria will ensure that other nutrients are evenly
available for the plant.
It is important that plants have different nutrients at their disposal as flowers and fruits are being formed.
Plants can easily absorb the nutrients in Wilma’s Vegetable Garden Nutrition-2. The high amount of
potassium contributes to this need because it plays an essential role in the production of enzymes involved
in the transport of various nutrients in the plant. All nutrients will end up where they are needed most, and
the vegetable garden plant is able to ensure that flowers and fruits look wonderful or taste deliciously.
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“Because our vegetable garden
nutrition is based on natural
organic compounds, it not only
produces healthy plants but it
makes the garden in general
more healthy!”

Green Plant Nutrition
Plants like people need proper care and nutrition to get and remain healthy and strong.
Wilma’s Lawn & Garden Green Plant Nutrition additional iron and magnesium which
stimulates the plant in developing further. Our Green Plant Nutrition will give your
plants beautiful green leaves and a fresh and healthy appearance!
It creates strong plants with beautiful green leaves and a fresh and healthy appearance!
Iron is an essential element to the plant and stimulates the production of chlorophyll in
the leaves. Iron plays an unmistakable key-role role in photosynthesis and thus in energy
production in the plant. Green Plant Nutrition contains liquid iron chelate, which is
directly available to the plant. The added iron has a positive effect on the production of
certain enzymes in the plant. Furthermore, the higher iron content ensures that oxygen
is more easily transported to the plant cells for the storage of energy. Some plant species
thrive particularly well with higher levels of iron in their diet. Some plant species are
considered real “iron munchers” by professional gardeners. Wilma ‘s Lawn & Garden,
complete Green Plant Nutrition is ideally suited to provide the crop with additional iron
and magnesium, to eliminate and prevent deficits. Magnesium is essential for the
development of the leaves and promotes the formation of substances such as sugars,
proteins and starch. Consequently your plants will get larger and more colourful leaves
giving them a vital and fresh appearance!
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“C onsequently your plants
will get larger and more
colourful leaves giving
them a vital and fresh
appearance!”

Palm Nutrition
The palm has been gaining in popularity in recent years and can now be found in many
homes. The palm can develop itself best at a room temperature of 17ºC. Most palms
enjoy lots of water and require a lot of nutrients to stimulate a strong growth. You will
be amazed at the amount of nutrition that a palm needs!
Especially palms in containers or pots can quickly experience bother with occurring
shortages. Most growing mediums naturally contain a high dosage of phosphorus (P),
which has an adverse effect on the growth of your palm. This is why Wilma’s Lawn &
Garden has continued specialising to develop a balanced nutrient specifically tailored for
the needs of the palm. Especially in vernal season, during the spring and summer palms
tend to develop rapidly. During this period it is recommended to make use of additional
fertilizers. Palms especially prefer sufficient potassium (K), magnesium and manganese.
Wilma’s Lawn & Garden Palm Nutrition provides a balanced selection of minerals and a
healthy and strong root system. This allows the palm to absorb the nutrients optimally
and develop a strong trunk and beautiful green leaves. This makes the palm resilient and
provides good resistance to disease.
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“W ilma's Lawn & Garden
palm nutrition provides
a balanced selection of
minerals and a healthy
and strong root system.”

Orchid Nutrition
The orchid is the most famous house plant in the Netherlands. Orchids are native to
Australia and Southeast Asia and are a symbol of love and beauty. This subtropical
plant owes its popularity to its impressive flowers and colour diversity. Orchids bloom
usually once a year. Over the years, more and more orchid species have become
available that bloom up to three times a year and can bloom from two up to six months.
Because of frequent and long flowering periods it is recommended to use Wilma’s Lawn
& Garden Orchid Nutrition. Your orchids are ensured, they get exactly what they need
and they can grow optimally and thrive. During the growth period your Orchid mainly
requires a high dosage of nitrogen, as this will contribute to the rapid development of
new growth shoots. The well balanced Orchid Nutrition from Wilma’s Lawn & Garden
contains everything your orchid needs. For instance the various trace elements and the
added iron ensure for strong and green leaves. Furthermore our Orchid Nutrition
contains additional Sulphur which contributes to creating a strong and resilient plant.
The added phosphorus is mainly used by the orchid to bloom long and exuberant.
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“O ur orchid nutrition contains
additional Sulphur which
contributes to creating a
strong and resilient plant.”

Bonsai-1 Autumn/Winter
At the break of autumn, around the month of September, the growth of the bonsai in
the open air should be inhibited so that the tree may preserve her energy in the form
of reserves to get through the winter (hardening). Wilma’s Lawn & Garden Bonsai 1
autumn / winter nutrition was developed specifically for this stage.
This specially formulated nutrient for outside bonsai, provides increased resistance and vital
preparation of the bonsai on the cold outdoor temperature and winter precipitation in the
fall and winter period. As autumn approaches the Bonsai has less and less need for nitrogen
and requires a different composition of the fertilizer. The Bonsai 1 autumn/winter nutrition
contains essential ingredients and a rich mix of trace elements that provide additional
reserves for the approaching winter. Other important ingredients during the autumn
nourishment are for instance phosphate and potassium. Phosphate contributes to strong
roots and also allows for adequate generation of new hair roots, so that the root system of
the plant is more resistant to diseases and lower temperatures. Potassium not only provides
extra resilience, but also keeps the root system strong and healthy and reduces the chance
for the bonsai to contract a common form of root rot. This ensures that your bonsai is strong
and healthy this winter!
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“T he Bonsai-1 autumn winter
nutrition contains essential
ingredients and a rich mix
of trace elements that provide
additional reserves for the
approaching winter.”

Bonsai-2 Spring/Summer
As soon as spring is upon us and your bonsai trees come out of hibernation and start
sprouting, the time has come to fertilize them. During early spring, the bonsai trees
need a nitrogen-rich fertilizer, this is to stimulate growth. By regularly and properly
fertilizing you ensure a healthy and controlled growth of the bonsai. Proper fertilization
is of great importance for both indoor and outdoor bonsai trees.
The indoor bonsai is often kept in a small pot with little available nutrients and soil which
will quickly be exhausted. For the outdoor bonsai, factors such as heavy rainfall,
surrounding plants and trees play an important role, which is why your bonsai will require
additional fertilizers in this situation. By using Wilma’s Lawn & Garden Bonsai 2 nutrition
the bonsai gets all the necessary nutrients and minerals during the growth period. The
active fertilizers are available for an extended period and the high dosage of nitrogen
and additional ingredients such as calcium and iron, ensure a rapid and equal growth.
Furthermore iron provides an improved production of chlorophyll, making the leaves of
your bonsai looking fresh and healthy!
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“Iron provides an improved
production of chlorophyll
making the leaves of your
bonsai looking fresh and
healthy!”

Cocolite-11
Proudly Wilma’s Lawn & Garden presents the Cocolite-11 substrate. This professional
growing medium is composed of coco grit, coco fibres, coco chips, perlite and is
suitable for the cultivation of fruit, flowers, vegetables and house plants. Cocolite-11
is equipped as standard with fertilizers and minerals. This ensures that these important
fertilisers are immediately available to your seedlings.
The combination of coconut and perlite in the Cocolite-11 provides a perfect balance in
moisture and airiness of the substrate. Coco has an ideal structure which ensures that the
added fertilizers can easily be retained and thus are rapidly absorbed by the roots of the plant.
By adding perlite the coco remains fairly airy which improves the flow of oxygen to the roots.
This will provide the plants with a healthy and strong root system which will ensure optimum
growth. Cocolite-11 is specifically designed to retain water over a longer period in the
substrate. This property is referred to by professional gardeners, as ‘water retention’. The
main features of Cocolite-11 are an optimal water absorption, good water distribution and a
high capacity of water retention. As a result, the plants opportunity to absorb water is
extended. Because the Cocolite-11 retains water so well you can water your plants less
frequently as compared to with the more traditional growing mediums.
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“B ecause the Cocolite-11 retains water
so well you can water your plants less
frequently as compared to with the more
traditional growing mediums.”

Cocolite-22
After the introduction of Cocolite-11 Wilma’s Lawn & Garden now proudly presents
Cocolite-22. This substrate is somewhat similar to the Cocolite-11, but is considerably
airier due to the addition of extra perlite. The balanced substrate Cocolite-22 is
specially designed for the cultivation of fruits, flowers, vegetables, plants and orchids.
Outside gardening gives you less control over for instance the amount of rainfall, it may be
useful to provide extra drainage. When coco has to deal with an excess of water this has
an adverse effect on your plants. The growth of your plants will subsequently be stunted,
something a grower wants to prevent as much as possible. This is something Wilma’s Lawn
& Garden has taken into account, and why we have added additional perlite to the
Cocolite-22. The drainage of the substrate it improves significantly. This allows for excess
(rain) water to be easily disposed of, keeping your crop from experiencing any hindrance
overwatering. Due to the good draining properties of Cocolite-22, this growth medium is
also very suitable for automatic irrigation systems. Due to the fact these systems use a lot
more water it is important that the excess water can flow away easily because of the airy
properties of the substrate. Not surprisingly Cocolite-22 key features are a high oxygen
admissibility, optimum airiness of the substrate and a rapid drainage of excess water!
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“C ocolite-22 key features are a
high oxygen admissibility optimum
airiness of the substrate and a
rapid drainage of excess water!”

Wilma Growmix
Wilma Growmix is high quality soil. This mix is a balanced composition for an optimal
development of a large number of plants. Wilma Growmix is a mixture of various
quality types of peat and coconut fibres.
Wilma Growmix is a substrate that can be mixed with garden soil or can be used directly
in the garden. This mix of two different types of materials, coconut and peat, combines
the accompanying favourable characteristics. The combination makes the soil airy and
ensures good drainage, so that the plants never receive too much water. It, however,
also retains enough water to ensure that you do not have to water plants every day. This
mix is perfectly balanced when it comes to the ideal water balance and apart from regular
rainfall, plants will not require extra water. Wilma Growmix does not contain any harmful
fungi, ensuring you that your plants have a healthy start in life. The substrate has been prefertilized and it therefore contains sufficient nutrients for the plant to develop well during
the start phase. Under ideal circumstances in the greenhouse, it suffices for the first 4 to 6
weeks (Depending on the format of the pot and the amount of plants). Outside in the garden,
you will most likely enjoy the nutrients in the Growmix much longer. After the starting
period (depending on the number of plants and pot size) we recommend you add liquid
fertilizer for optimal results.
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“T he substrate has been
pre-fertilized and it.. therefore
contains sufficient nutrients
for the plant to develop well
during the start phase.”
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